Listen to what tourist guidebooks are saying:

“Pity poor Hollywood”
– AAA California

“Los Angeles is a city of contrasts, and one of the most depressing is that between the glittering Hollywood of legend and the grim Hollywood of reality.”
– TimeOut Guide to Los Angeles

“[T]he only star-studded part of Hollywood is the sidewalk, though it is lined with prostitutes, panhandlers, tattoo parlours and porn shops.”
– Let’s Go USA

“Although [Hollywood Blvd.] had become downright sleazy over recent decades, practically no one seemed to notice.”
– The National Geographic Traveler

“[P]eople stumble off the tour bus onto the Hollywood Walk of Fame these days only to confront the gritty and grimy hard-eyed human conflagration of prostitution, porn palaces, and unapologetic poverty that is, now, Hollywood.”
– Moon Handbooks, Los Angeles

“If you’re planning to stroll along the Walk of Fame... do so during daylight.”
– Access Los Angeles

Don’t let this drama play an extended run...

Vote Tad Davis for Hollywood City Council